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Question: 143
An engineer removes a VMM domain from an endpoint group called EPG-1, but the distributed port group fails to be deleted.
Which action must be taken to resolve the issue?
A. Remove the port group manually.
B. Migrate all virtual machines in the EPG-1 to different hypervisors.
C. Remove the remaining EPGs from the VMM domain.
D. Migrate all virtual machines in the EPG-1 to different port groups.

Answer: C

Question: 144
Refer to the exhibit.

HSRP adjacency fails to form between Nexus7K-1 and Nexus7K-2.
Which action should be taken to solve the problem?
A. Configure preempt on one of the switches in the HSRP group.
B. Configure the same HSRP priority between the two switches.
C. Configure the correct subnet mask on Nexus7K-1.
D. Configure HSRP version 2 on Nexus7K-2.

Answer: D

Question: 145
Refer to an exhibit.

An engineer is troubleshooting an upgrade failure on a switch.
Which action resolves the issue?
A. Save the system image in NVRA
C. Use the same system image as the kickstart image.
D. Load a new system image.
E. Reload the same system image.

Answer: C

Question: 146
Refer to the exhibit.

Sw1 and Sw2 are two Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switches that run Cisco NX-OS. They are VTEPs in the same vPC domain.
Which statement describes what happens in this scenario?
A. Sw1 drops all traffic because there is no (S, G) OIF list to encapsulate VXLAN multicast packets and send them out to the
underlay network through the uplink interfaces.
B. Sw1 performs the VxLAN multicast encapsulation and decapsulation for all traffic associated with the VxLAN VNIs.
C. Sw1 and switch 2 perform the VxLAN multicast encapsulation and decapsulation for all traffic associated with the VxLAN
VNIs, depending on the hashing.
D. Sw2 did not send an IP PIM register to the rendezvous point for the multicast group of the VXLAN VN

Answer: B

Question: 147
Refer to the exhibit.

After the configuration is performed, guestshell continues to use 2%CPU.
Which action resolves the issue?
A. Resync the database
B. Recreate the guestshell

C. Reboot the guestshell
D. Reboot the switch

Answer: C

Question: 148
A mission-critical server is connected to site A. Connectivity to this server is lost from site B because the MAC route is missing in
the OTV VDC of the Nexus 7000 in site B due to MAC aging.
Which action allows the flooding of the unknown unicast MAC on the Nexus 7000 in the OTV VDC?
A. Use route-map to advertise this MAC statically and redistribute with ISIS.
B. Unknown unicast flooding is not allowed.
C. Use the otv flood mac <> command to selectively flood traffic for a given MAC.
D. Use the otv isis bfd <> command to configure BFD protocol.

Answer: B

Question: 149
Refer to the exhibit.

vPC between switch1 and switch2 is not working.
Which two actions are needed to fix the problem? (Choose two.)
A. Match vPC domain ID between the two devices.
B. Configure IP address on the interface.
C. Activate VLANs on the vP
E. Configure vPC peer link and vPC peer keepalive correctly.
F. Configure one of the switches as primary for the vP

Answer: AC

Question: 150
DRAG DROP
A firmware upgrade on a fabric interconnect fails. A bootflash contains a valid image.
Drag and drop the recovery steps from the left onto the correct order on the right.

Answer:

Question: 151
An engineer is troubleshooting a custom AV pair that was created by a client on an external authentication server to map a readonly role for a specific security domain.
Which AV pair solves the problem?
A. shell:domains=Security_Domain_1//Read_Role_1|Read_Role_2
B. shell:domains=Security_Domain_1/Write_Role_1|Read_Role_2
C. shell=Security_Domain_1/Read_Role_1|Read_Role_2
D. shell:domains=Security_Domain_1/Read_Role_1|Read_Role_2

Answer: A

Question: 152
Refer to the exhibit.

The HSRP instance on both switches is showing as active.
Which action resolves the issue?
A. Configure the HSRP timers to be the same.
B. Allow VLAN 100 between the switches.
C. Configure the IP address of N9K-B on the same subnet as N9K-A.
D. Configure preempt on only one of the switches.

Answer: B

Question: 153
Refer to the exhibit.

An engineer is configuring boot from iSCSI on a Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Server, but the LUN fails to mount.
Which action resolves the issue?
A. Statically configure the target information in the Boot Policy.
B. Configure an MTU size of 9000 on the appliance port.
C. Configure a QoS policy on the vNI
E. Set a connection timeout value of 250 in the iSCSI Adapter Policy.

Answer: A

Question: 154
Your client reports that many flaps and server cluster disconnects occur in their data center. While troubleshooting the issue, you
discover a network attack hitting their Cisco Nexus 7000 Series Switches and determine that the source IP addresses are spoofed.
Which first-line security solution resolves this issue?
A. Dynamic ARP Inspection
B. Unicast RPF
C. IP Source Guard
D. Storm Control

Answer: A

Question: 155
Refer to the exhibit.

An OSPF adjacency between Router-A and Router-B cannot reach the FULL state.
Which action resolves the issue?
A. Adjust the MTU on Router-A to 1600.
B. Disable the check of the MTU value.
C. Set the OSPF media type to point-to-point.
D. Adjust the MTU on Router-B to 1604.

Answer: B
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